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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Data center virtualization, which includes storage, desktop, and server virtualization, reduces overall IT equip-

ment electrical load through consolidation of systems.  The resulting energy savings can be further maxi-

mized if IT or facilities managers adjust the power and cooling infrastructure to accommodate the reduced 

loads.  Planning for this cycle of initial reduced load followed by load growth with IT equipment running at 

much higher overall utilization levels can result in the capture of a signifi cant, supplemental energy savings 

entitlement.  This paper provides guidance on how data center professionals can maximize power and cooling 

equipment electrical savings in a virtualized, consolidated data center environment. 

INTRODUCTION
A primary motivation for consolidation using virtualization is increased computing effi ciency – more comput-

ing per watt of power consumed by the data center.  The reduced power consumed by the consolidated IT 

load itself, however, is only the beginning of the savings entitlement that can be claimed when consolidating 

workloads to a smaller set of physical equipment.  A majority of existing data centers can accrue signifi cant 

additional savings by rightsizing the power and cooling systems (e.g., UPS, CRAC, chillers) that support the 

new, now smaller, virtualized/consolidated IT load.  In addition, the newly virtualized/consolidated data 

center will continue to grow, so the scalability of the rightsized power and cooling equipment should also be 

considered.  This paper complements Green Grid White Paper #19, “Using Virtualization to Improve Data 

Center Effi ciency”, which addresses the IT side of virtualization and the associated effi ciency impacts. 

THE IMPACT OF FIXED AND PROPORTIONAL LOSS
There is an IT load value at which an existing data center is “tuned”.  Going below this point because of 

reductions in IT load reduces IT energy demands.  However, users must be cautious that these gains are not 

undermined by effi ciency losses in the power and cooling subsystems.  The bulk of additional savings comes 

from the effi ciency of a reconfi gured, streamlined power and cooling architecture that aligns more tightly with 

virtualization’s reduced and dynamically varying demand. Delivering the right amount of conditioned power to 

IT equipment and running just enough cooling equipment to remove the heat generated in the data center is 

key to energy effi ciency.  Running more power and cooling equipment than needed leads to ineffi ciency.  

The devices that comprise the data center physical infrastructure (e.g., power and cooling equipment) are 

numerous and wide ranging.  Each device contains a set of internal subsystems with specifi c power require-

ments.  These internal subsystems are characterized by a wide range of power consumption (power loss) 

vis-a-vis load characteristics. For some devices this power consumption behavior can be complex or even 

advanced. For other devices the behavior is simple and conventional (easy to understand or characterize).  

Regardless of the level of complexity, the power consumed by a device in the infrastructure does fall into the 

two easy to understand power loss categories: fi xed and proportional loss (see Figure 1).

The amount of power required to keep a particular device energized and in a ready state is sometimes 

referred to as “no load watts”. This is defi ned as the measurable power at the input of the device when under 

no load conditions.  All of the device’s no load watts are usually consumed by internal functions like house-

keeping / auxiliary power supplies, device communication interfaces (including front panel LCD and LEDs), 

cooling fans, and device logic and mode control functions (CPU’s, digital signal processors, relays or contac-

tors).  None of this power is delivered to the data center IT load.  
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Figure 1 – Physical infrastructure loss characteristics
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Most internal functions are needed over the full load range for the device: for instance, logic and mode con-

trol functions are equally important and needed at both light load and heavy load.  Many of these functions 

demand the same amount of power regardless of the device’s output load state.  The losses associated with 

these kinds of internal functions, being present and constant with load, are categorized as fi xed loss or no-

load loss.  Most devices in the data center infrastructure will have some characteristic fi xed loss.

Proportional losses vary with load.  In general, proportional losses increase with load.  Proportional losses 

fall into two subcategories:  switching and conduction losses.  When an infrastructure device assumes or 

carries additional load, its internal subsystems must process the load in the form of distributed currents and 

voltages.  In other words, a larger amount of power must be “processed” by various components in its power 

path. For example, proportional losses occur from switching losses from transistors, as well as resistance 

losses from capacitors and inductors. 

It should be mentioned that similar losses occur in other internal component types.  For example, magnetic 

devices (e.g. transformers) have their own category of conduction and switching losses in the form of copper 

and core losses.  Internal conductors such as power wires, bus bars, contactors and circuit breakers produce 

losses in the form of conduction losses that are proportional to the square of the load (square law loss).  

Understanding the loss characteristics of the physical infrastructure is important to assessing the impact of 

consolidation resulting from virtualization. If an IT department has reduced the number of physical servers 

by 50% without making proper adjustments to the power and cooling equipment, then the overall data center 

effi ciency will suffer.

Figure 2 provides a simple example of how fi xed losses play a role.  Let’s assume a data center with only two 

electrical loads; 100 kilowatts (kW) of physical servers and 100 kW of air conditioning fans.  Assume that 

through virtualization the server load is reduced to 50 kW (a 50% reduction in server power).  This 50% re-

duction translates into only 25% savings in the electric bill.  Why is that?  In this example, and in most existing 

data centers, perimeter-based air conditioners use constant-speed fans which means that the fans consume 

the same amount of power regardless of the IT load (fi xed loss).  The two pie charts illustrate this concept by 

demonstrating that the fan power represents a larger proportion of the electrical bill after virtualizing.  There-

fore, even though the electric bill decreased (smaller pie chart) it didn’t decrease by the same amount as the 

server power.  
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Figure 2 – Electricity Savings vs. Effi ciency Gains (Fans & Servers only)  

ENERGY EFFICIENCY METRICS
The overall concept of data center effi ciency should be understood in order to better grasp the impact of 

physical infrastructure fi xed losses.  Figure 3 illustrates a typical data center energy effi ciency curve.  The 

effi ciency of the data center increases as the percentage of IT load increases.  The effi ciency metric, known 

as Data Center Infrastructure Effi ciency, or DCiE (also identifi ed by its inverse known as Power Usage Ef-

fectiveness or PUE), is utilized to indicate the overall effi ciency of a data center.  Figure 3 indicates that at 

30% load, this data center is only about 45% effi cient.  At 90% load, the data center is approximately 62% 

effi cient.  Therefore, a data center that has just been virtualized, in all likelihood, will have reduced its overall 

load thereby reducing the effi ciency of its existing power and cooling infrastructure.  However, this potential 

loss in effi ciency can be addressed by proper planning.  A strategy for addressing this loss of effi ciency will be 

discussed later in this paper. 

Effi ciency measurements are important in that improvements to data center effi ciency can only be measured 

and documented if the proper metrics are utilized.  For more information on data center energy effi ciency 

metrics, see The Green Grid white paper #14, “The Green Grid Metrics: Data Center Infrastructure Effi ciency 

(DCiE) Detailed Analysis”.

OVERSIZING, VIRTUALIZATION AND EFFICIENCY
The traditional approach to provisioning a data center often embraced the concept of oversizing.  When 

energy costs were low and supply was abundant, oversizing of physical infrastructure equipment was a com-

monplace strategy for accommodating future growth.  A typical UPS, for example would only be operating at 

30-40% of full load. In an environment where energy costs are high and virtualization is an accepted best 

practice, this approach has become less sustainable. 

Since virtualization, and the resulting equipment consolidation, can signifi cantly reduce load, oversizing is an 

important effi ciency issue in a virtualized data center.  Even without virtualization, oversizing has long been 

a primary contributor to data center ineffi ciency.  Server consolidation and server power management, by 

reducing power and cooling loads even more, will shift effi ciency further toward the low end of the effi ciency 

curve (Figure 3), if power and cooling systems are not adjusted accordingly.  While the electric bill will indeed 

go down because of the lower IT load and less air conditioning needed to cool it, the proportion of utility 
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power that reaches the IT loads – in other words, effi ciency as measured by The Green Grid’s DCiE metric – 

will drop, which signifi es additional power could be conserved to further reduce energy consumption. 

Over-provisioning power and cooling equipment is endemic to existing data centers and, although this allows 

room for growth, it also represents a signifi cant waste of energy.  Changes in IT capacity, either up or down, 

also impact the effi ciency of physical infrastructure supporting IT. 

Figure 3 – Typical infrastructure effi ciency curve, using DCiE as the metric
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When implementing virtualization/consolidation in an existing data center, choosing a methodology for 

distributing high and low density IT equipment is the single most important decision.  Approaches such as 

spreading the heat load, adding supplemental cooling, or designating high and low density areas within the 

data center can help to further increase the effi ciency benefi ts of virtualization.  

ELEMENTS OF A VIRTUALIZATION DENSITY STRATEGY
As discussed, when data centers virtualize and consolidate, overall IT power consumption goes down.  This 

means that the remaining servers will be run at higher utilization rates, consuming more power per square 

foot of data center space (more kW per rack). In most cases this increases the power/cooling density of the 

remaining IT equipment (although, in some cases, enough unutilized white space is created and some cooling 

units can be eliminated).  

The resulting higher rack density introduces a new set of challenges. The existing cooling infrastructure will 

have to be examined to see if it can still effi ciently cool the load. 

Several approaches can be utilized when formulating a cooling strategy for the higher density.  It may be that 

one of these strategies is best for a particular data center but in most cases a data center uses a combina-

tion of these strategies as it evolves over time.  Key strategies include the following:
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SPREADING THE LOAD
Spreading high density servers enables the data center infrastructure to power and cool to an average value below the 

peak potential enclosure value, and spreads out the load of any proposed enclosures whose load exceeds the design 

average value by splitting the equipment among multiple rack enclosures.

Spreading the load is the most popular solution for incorporating high density equipment into today’s data centers.  This 

practice allows for a granular selection of IT equipment to fi t the existing capabilities of the data center.  Fortunately, 

high density servers such as blade servers do not need to be installed closely spaced in the same enclosure, and can 

be spread out across multiple racks (see Figure 4).  By splitting equipment among racks, no rack need ever exceed the 

design power density and consequently cooling performance is predictable.  The main benefi t to this strategy is that no 

new power and cooling equipment is required since IT equipment was added into a physical location from which it could 

be powered and cooled. 

However, the “spread the load” strategy may not be viable for a number of reasons:

Consumption of additional fl oor space, which may be diffi cult to justify or simply not possible• 
Executive management perception that partially-fi lled racks are wasteful• 
Increased cabling costs (because of longer runs) and higher infrared optical losses• 
Increased cost and diffi culty of maintenance – cabling and mounting may be intertwined with other equip-• 
ment in a nonstandard manner, scattered throughout the room

If the data center still relies on the pre-virtualization cooling architecture, improvement in post-virtualization • 
DCiE/PUE may be limited  

Host servers inherit the same cooling availability as other less critical servers• 
Equipment must be located in the same power, cooling and physical security redundancy domain • 

Figure 4 – Spreading the Load

Spreading the load may be a good choice as a density strategy for several reasons:

When the resulting average data center density (kW / rack or watts / square foot of white space) is at • 
about the same as it was before virtualization or below 3 kW.  This assumes that the cooling system was 

able to effectively cool the data center loads before virtualization.
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When the IT managers have complete control over where servers are placed.  The freedom to • 
place servers makes this density strategy very applicable.

When U-space is available in the majority of racks.• 

The “spread the load” strategy leaves a sizable amount of unused vertical space within the racks.  This space 

must be fi lled to prevent degradation of cooling performance.  Therefore blanking panels should be deployed 

since they prevent hot and cold air mixing which degrades the cooling effectiveness at the front of the IT 

equipment.

SUPPLEMENTAL COOLING
Supplemental cooling can be utilized to cool racks with a density greater than the design average value. This 

strategy may be chosen for several reasons:

When the resulting post-virtualized average data center density is between 3 and 5 kW / rack• 
When available cooling dictates where IT managers have to place IT equipment.  This often • 
requires that supplemental cooling be placed in an area with a concentration of high density 

servers.  The supplemental cooling remains in place until the available cooling is consumed. 

Then a more permanent solution must be deployed. 

When a capital budget is limited and short-term cooling issues must be dealt with at relatively • 
low expense.

This approach requires that the installation be planned in advance.  When a room has been planned with 

supplemental cooling in mind, a variety of techniques can be used.  These include:

Installation of fans to boost the cool air supply from the CRAC to an enclosure• 
Retrofi t or installation of electronically commutated (EC) fans (capable of automatically chang-• 
ing speeds and adapting to temperature differences) and/or variable speed drives (VFD)

Installation of specialty return ducts or fans to scavenge the hot exhaust air from an enclosure • 
for return to the CRAC

Installation of special racks (such as chimney-based racks) or rack mounted or ceiling mounted • 
cooling devices with the capability of providing the required cooling directly at the rack 

Installation of row-based air conditioners between two racks to address localized hot spots• 

A rear-door heat exchanger can also relieve the existing cooling infrastructure from added heat load.  This 

device is attached to the rack and effi ciently transfers heat to the same cooling system utilized by the exist-

ing CRAC units.  This shortens the air path (from the inside of the rack to the back of the rack) and thereby 

increases effi ciency.

DESIGNATION OF HIGH AND LOW DENSITY AREAS 
WITHIN THE DATA CENTER
Consolidation of high density servers and low density servers into designated areas within the data center is 

also an approach that can address the issue of higher densities resulting from virtualization and consolida-

tion. This can be facilitated by deploying solutions that can address high density or low density designated 

areas on a rack-by-rack, row-by-row, or pod basis (see Figure 5).  Segregated areas for high densities leaves 

the rest of the data center with the capability to power and cool to an average value below the peak enclosure 

value and can also ease management of the overall data center. 
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This approach requires advanced planning, knowledge of the percentage of high density servers, and the 

ability to segregate those enclosures hosting high density servers into a special area.  This strategy provides 

optimal space utilization and delivers predictable power and cooling density to that area.  A major advantage 

to this strategy is that critical host servers are co-located in an area with a higher targeted availability (i.e. 

power redundancy, predictable redundant cooling, and physical security) and a higher cooling effi ciency.  This 

lowers costs because the entire data center does not need to be overhauled. 

Figure 5 – Segregation options for higher density racks

SEGREGATION BY INDIVIDUAL RACK

In a rack-by-rack oriented segregation approach, the CRAC units are associated with a rack and are assumed 

to be dedicated to that rack only. The CRAC units are directly mounted to or within the IT racks. Compared 

with the room-oriented or row-oriented approach, the rack-oriented airfl ow paths are even shorter and exactly 

defi ned, so that airfl ows are totally immune to any installation variation or room constraints. All of the rated 

capacity of the CRAC can be utilized, and the highest power density (up to 50 kW per rack) can be achieved.

SEGREGATION BY INDIVIDUAL ROW

In row oriented segregation, the CRAC units are associated with a row and are dedicated to that row. The 

CRAC units may be mounted among the IT racks, they may be mounted overhead, or they may be mounted 

under the fl oor. The row-oriented segregation approach allows one row of racks to run high density applica-

tions such as blade server, while another row satisfi es lower power density applications such as communica-

tion enclosures.

SEGREGATION BY INDIVIDUAL POD

A pod consists of two rows of racks that are interconnected and sealed at each end of the row and by a light 

weight ceiling panel. The pod ensures proper cold air distribution to servers by completely segregating cool 

supply and hot return air paths.

High density pods may be chosen as a segregation solution for the following reasons:

When the resulting post-virtualized average data center density (kW / rack or watts / square • 
foot of white space) is greater than the average of your data center (typically 5 kW).
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When a section of the data center is available where high density racks can be located • 
When IT managers that have complete control over where high density servers are placed• 
When increased data center infrastructure effi ciency (improved DCiE/PUE) is a goal.• 
When only a portion of the data center needs the higher availability offered by the high pow-• 
ered pod.

The key operating principle of a hot aisle containment pod, for example, is the capture of all of the hot IT 

equipment exhaust air by enclosing the hot aisle, and then immediately cooling this air using a row-based air 

conditioner.  The capture of the hot air combined with the short air path allows very high density cooling and 

also causes the system to exhibit high effi ciency (i.e. less energy needed to move the hot air).  The perfor-

mance of this system is completely independent of the rest of the data center (even in locations where only 

comfort air is available) and can be installed without a raised fl oor.  When a requirement exists to keep the 

high density racks together, special high density power and cooling solutions are preferred.  All other feasible 

solutions require some degree of spreading out of the high density equipment.

A similar solution to hot aisle containment is the cold aisle containment.  Cold aisle containment is typically 

deployed in traditional perimeter-based cooling environments.  Traditional cooling environments use the 

entire room as a hot air return plenum and deliver cold air via the raised fl oor plenum to the cold aisles.  Cold 

aisle containment encloses the cold aisle allowing the rest of the data center to become a large hot air return 

plenum.  By containing the cold aisle, the hot / cold air streams within the data center are separated.  

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The distribution of power to higher density racks will also mean more cables to manage in concentrated ar-

eas.  As IT equipment is constantly refreshed in the same sets of racks, cables get swapped and sometimes 

abandoned.  This increases the likelihood that improper cables are pulled by mistake and unintentionally dis-

connected thereby increasing downtime risk.  The cables may not be organized, and racks may not be deep/

wide enough to handle the increased cable volume.  It becomes diffi cult to keep adding new high density 

servers to racks that were previously designed to accommodate a lower density.  

Other physical constraints, such as the increased weight of high density racks, also need to be considered 

and accounted for. Is the raised fl oor designed to support the greater weights per rack?  The existing en-

closures need to support the increased physical load of the IT gear.  The front and rear doors must accom-

modate the airfl ow required by the high density IT gear.  The enclosure must accommodate space for proper 

cable routing in order to ensure proper cooling and reduce the potential for human error.

An early plan must be formulated for how increased densities will impact the power infrastructure.  For 

example, the addition of higher density equipment to a traditionally low density area can lead to insuffi cient 

breaker positions, mislabeled or missing labels on positions, and cascading panels (the “daisy chaining” of 

breaker panels).  When adding new voltage levels and receptacles, staff will sometimes resort to risky hot 

work that can create safety and downtime issues.  These situations can be avoided when a sound density 

strategy is put into practice.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DYNAMIC LOADS
While virtualization may reduce overall power consumption in the room, virtualized servers tend to be 

installed, operated, and grouped in ways that create localized high-density areas, or “hot spots.”  These new 

densities can be an order of magnitude greater than the densities in a typical unvirtualized data center.  Not 
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only are densities increasing, but virtualization also means each server is running at higher utilization and 

power consumption levels.  In addition, applications can be dynamically started, stopped and moved repeat-

edly – the result can be loads that change both over time AND in their physical location in the room.

Before virtualization brought dynamic allocation of server loads, localized high-density hot spots typically 

stayed associated with a physical server.  If perimeter cooling and air distribution could be confi gured to 

adequately cool the hot spots, it would stay that way until physical servers were added, removed, or relo-

cated.  With dynamic loading, however, the load profi le of the room can shift, unseen, with no visible physical 

changes in equipment. 

Predictable and effi cient cooling calls for a system that comprehends these variations and automatically 

matches cooling – both in location and in amount – to changing power densities.  The key characteristics of 

such a cooling system are:

Short air path between cooling and load• 
Dynamic response to power and cooling load changes• 

Compared to traditional room-based perimeter cooling, the air paths in row-based cooling and rack-based 

cooling dramatically lessen mixing of supply and return air and, with containment and blanking panels, 

virtually eliminate mixing.  On the supply side, this allows operation at a higher coil temperature, which takes 

less chiller energy to maintain and is much less likely to cause wasteful condensation.  On the return side, it 

produces a higher return temperature which increases the heat removal rate.  Compared to long-path cooling 

systems, these combined short-path effects (1) increase operational cooling effi ciency and (2) increase the 

cooling capacity of the heat rejection system.

Cooling units located within the rows or individual racks, and instrumented to sense and respond to tem-

perature changes, meet the above two essential criteria and are an effective and effi cient way to achieve 

predictable cooling of virtualized loads.  Over-cooling the entire room by lowering the supply temperature of 

perimeter CRACs creates signifi cant ineffi ciencies and will likely still not provide adequate cooling at the high-

density locations.

CONCLUSION
Consolidation using virtualization is here to stay.  It works – it saves money by increasing computing through-

put per watt of power consumed, freeing up fl oor space, providing head room for growth, facilitating load 

migration, and disaster recover. The virtualization savings entitlement can be multiplied if power and cooling 

infrastructure is modifi ed or upgraded to take advantage of the savings opportunity that virtualization offers. 

Given the impact of virtualization on data center power densities, three principle approaches should be con-

sidered to help manage the heat produced by higher densities: spreading the load, supplemental cooling, and 

designation of high density and low density areas within the data center. 

As each data center virtualization outcome is unique, care should be taken to examine the impact on power 

and cooling. The approaches and options discussed in this paper should be examined with an eye towards 

maximizing the overall effi ciency of the virtualized data center.


